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ABSTRACT

This chapter intends to show how companies can benefit from open source software and its development culture and how the open source communities could, in turn, be stimulated and accelerated. One of the first major steps for businesses that plan to act in this context is to accept that open source projects have their own communication culture. After explaining this fact, we illustrate its relevance on the basis of a case study in which an open source framework was used to build a commercial product. The decision-making process and the lessons learned from it point out some guidelines, particularly for companies that offer projects rather than products. As there are, however, more parties involved than just the developers when OSS is discussed as a business opportunity, we also classify the different players in the software business such as distributors, system integrators, and software/hardware vendors. Findings on roles and their motivations and restraints, partially based on a survey carried out within our research project, point up this categorization. The authors hope that
this overview of the benefits and pitfalls will encourage more companies to make use of and invest in the open source way to develop and deploy software.

INTRODUCTION

Open source has become an established model for software development. It is no longer hidden among obscure Internet mailing lists populated by purely idealistic and mostly academic programmers. It is today well known in the IT world, albeit not always fully understood. Books like this one do not need to start explaining what the basic ideas of open source software (OSS) development are, but can focus on trying to grasp the appeal of this model and its main antipodes: open source vs. proprietary source, free-of-charge vs. commercial. However, OSS is not just a menace for the business world, as some commercial software companies sometimes propagate it. OSS also offers great opportunities for enterprises. In this chapter, we want to show how companies can benefit from OSS and its development culture and how the open source community could, in turn, be stimulated and accelerated by adopting some best practices from classical commercial development.

In this chapter, we start with a short discussion about the uncertainties of OSS releasing companies and emphasize the importance of understanding the open source culture for businesses that plan to act in this context. We then describe one case study performed by one of the authors in which an open source framework was used to build a commercial product. The decisions in this project and the lessons learned from it are explained in detail. The second major part is an overview of the different players, their motivations, and restraints in the software business such as distributors, system integrators, and software/hardware vendors. Some results are based on a survey carried out within our research project.

Throughout this chapter, we will call software “open source software” if it complies with the Open Source Definition published by the Open Source Initiative (Open Source Initiative, 2003). This definition comprises ten clear and strict rules that a piece of software and its distribution license have to fulfil in order to be called “open source” justifiably. For classical OSS projects like Linux, Apache, or GNU, these requirements are a matter of course. But for companies that have become interested by the cheering press reports and just want to “jump on the OSS train,” they can represent considerable barriers.

Uncertainties of OSS Releasing Companies

One example of the ten requirements of the OSI definition is that any discrimination against a specific field of endeavour is forbidden. The consequence is that a company that releases this software cannot prevent other companies from using it for business and profit. Since it is also required that an OSS license must not place restrictions on other software with which is shipped, the originator must even tolerate his or her open source software being bundled and sold with commercial software.
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